Cloud Service Provider
(CSP)

Benefits of a CSP
Flexibility

Monthly Consolidated Billing
If you’re using other services
from us, we will consolidate and
give you a summary invoice of all
your spending including Azure.

No upfront billing
You pay only for what you need
and what you use.
No upfront payments

Licensing Support
Save your IT department time in and
let the CSP advice and provision your
subscriptions. You’ll have the same control
and features in the subscriptions.

Competitive Pricing
Compared to web/direct and
Enterprise Agreement.

Strong SLAs
By procuring through a Microsoft CSP,
you will be gaining access to Microsoft’s
strong service level agreement which defines
the crucial aspects of the service like
responsibility, quality and availability
between the service provider and the customer
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Bitscape Advantage
We help businesses do more with their technology investments by improving user experience and productivity.
Security, compliance and automating processes are the core offerings of Bitscape with industry specific
solutions.

Bitscape Migration Roadmap
Based on the Microsoft Azure Readiness Assessment results, Bitscape’s Microsoft practice leaders review the
need to re-architect workloads in preparation for the Azure migration. This step provides best practices for
the required effort.
Using the Readiness Assessment, Bitscape works together with client teams to craft the Microsoft..
Azure Migration Roadmap with project milestones. This step aims to ensure alignment with business goals.
Bitscape’s Azure experts also propose schedules for ongoing risk and trend analysis to monitor exposure levels.
Contingency steps are documented to situationally roll back migrated Microsoft Azure workloads and
confirm the integrity of:
Monitoring & reporting
Security
Workflow deployment
Workload balance
Clear, strategic IT plan with defined set of cloud readiness recommendations.
Reference architecture of workload and applications for cloud migration
Detailed proof of concept and user experience options
Project plan and statement of work for immediate next phase
At this point, Bitscape diligently reviews the breadth of migration and deployment plans with stakeholders and
Roadmap
finalizes the Microsoft Azure Migration Roadmap.
The Bitscape cloud team then conducts thorough setup and configuration planning with system
administrators to ensure a smooth evolution of responsibilities and foster successful change
management.

Bitscape Migration Methodology
SQL Server Migration Process Flow
(SQL Servers, Managed Instances)
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Key Bitscape Facts
CSP partner

Large scale enterprise deployment expert

Gold certified

Devops expert

Proven expertise by our Azure Certified

Microsoft CAF ready

Professionals.
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